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RESEARCH SUMMARY MATRIX
Property Rights: (i) pertaining to an identifiable person/a group of people or
a development entity, considered the right-holder, and (ii) vested in the
State, understood as the right-wielder
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PROPERTY RIGHTS

Accordingly, this dissertation questions the
following: Solidere may be empowered by a
weakened post-war government with limited public
resources that hinder physical rebuilding, however,
should a private entity be given ultimate control
over land and property rights after conflict, hence
dictating its future use? The research analyses this
through tracing the formation process of the
company and exploring the effects it had on the
property rights within the BCD. It relies on an
inductive approach that proceeds from an in depth
understanding of a single case study that examines
contextual descriptions of a certain phenomenon
that has not yet been fully understood. In doing so,
it foregrounds the use of two data collection
methods: document analysis and semi-structured
interviews that allow the researcher to elicit
meanings and extract insightful, qualitative findings.

DISCIPLINARY ROLES

ABSTRACT: Between 1975 and 1990, Lebanon
witnessed a 15-year civil war that resulted in the
massive destruction of the Beirut Central District
(BCD). The BCD has since been subject to a detailed
master plan entrusted by the weakened
government to the joint-stock real estate company,
Solidere. This dissertation sheds a property rights
perspective on the case study of the given
reconstruction project. It argues that such a
perspective allows us to move beyond a narrow
focus on architectural solutions or the shaping of
functional and equitable public spaces in the BCD,
to consider how the rebuilding ushered a wave of
transformations in the way land claims were made
in Beirut (by converting the ownership of property
rights into company shares).

LAND TYPES
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Common and Waqf land

Private land

Not controlled by one individual/institution
and are equally claimed by the wider
community hence, they could not be sold,
converted to shares or disposed of for any
purposes other than the public interest

Formalized by the newly-founded
Napoleonic cadastral system introduced by
the State in the late 1940s that sought to
keep written records of land plots with the
objective of individualizing property rights

Initiated debate over the profound
differences between the individual/sectional
model versus public interests; i.e. nonowners also “having something at stake”
when private property rights are in question

State intervention in the management and
development of (post-war or post-colonial)
private land is necessary to safeguard the
intangible and collective benefits that should
be reverted back to the community

Restrict or allow access to land and its
Regulate the inheritability and transferability
resources through a set of sociallyof land through juridical means. The State
constructed and enforced relations that
here assumes the legal role of guardian over
benchmark communal interactions between
the common good; protecting communal
people against individualized attitudes
benefits in the face of increasing privatizing
towards land
of land and the loss of the commons
Typically understood as the domain of:
Lawyers and courts of law, as experts in legal
Sociologists, knowledgeable about the
rules and rights that underlie private
impact of human / communal relations on
property (and its transferability either
land, while foregrounding the need to retain
through inheritance, purchase, or by force
a sense of belonging and kinship
through eminent domain practice)
Roles of an urban designer:
1. A Societal Function
2. A Legal Function
Echo questions of property’s communal
Become involved in the alteration of land
meaning, and favour collective rights over
ownership structures (and property rights)
the singularity of private interests in the use
with objectives that include the provision of
of land
the right amount of land in the right place
3. A Corporate Function, that situates the profession of urban design as part of a
global, corporate discourse on large-scale land and property rights
Mediate between the public and the private, and argue that development is capable of
serving the interests of both sectors
Negotiate complex agreements in which the city dwellers and the developer come to
terms on project responsibilities and the added benefits of land reform
Devise innovative mechanisms that respond to the privatization of government roles
including statutory undertakings and land management; i.e. acquiring property rights;
adequately compensating and relocating right-holders, demolishing existing buildings,
selling the new sites to developers; the State thus keeps record of these land
transactions

CASE STUDY: The Solidere
Set-up

•
By reviewing literature on property rights, this
dissertation also seeks to contribute wider lessons
•
to the practice of urban design and planning that is
rendered an interdisciplinary endeavour responding
•
to societal, legal and corporate-driven goals. It
concludes with a critical assessment of the case of
Solidere against the societal functions that urban
designers and planners can potentially assume; in
doing so, it proposes avenues for future research on
the little-understood “morality of rights.” (Blomley
2016: 11)
Public Private Partnership (PPP)
Vesting in the Council for
Land acquisition and
Development and Reconstruction rearrangement, through the
(public but administratively
private, Real Estate
independent)
Company (REC) Solidere
Empowered with legal tools to
Tasked with the
bypass litigious governmental redevelopment of the public
routines and expected to adopt
and private domains in
the management of the public exchange for reclaimed land
domain upon completion
assets

- Embodies the ultimate confusion between public and
private interests
- Reduces the ability of the State to safeguard the nonmonetary, communal benefits of land

Financial/Land Ownership Model
Type A Shares in exchange
Type B Shares released to
for the property rights of
new investors in an effort to
existing owners
secure an initial working
capital
Gain priority to acquire land
Cannot exceed the Type A
within the area under study, share rights in an effort to,
thus enabling them to
ideally, ensure that an equal
reactivate their relation to
partnership between the
property rights by choice
shareholders can occur
- Property rights are reconceptualised into a compulsory
corporate venture
- Property rights become owned by a single entity rather
than by the local community

